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We present detailed electronic structure calculations, based on an atomistic pseudopotential approach, for 
a 42 Å InP QD; theoretical results are correlated to results of experimental measurements. To better un-
derstand energy loss dynamics and mechanisms for hot carriers in QDs, we investigate relaxation between 
electronic levels in InP QDs with diameters significantly smaller than twice the Bohr exciton radius. En-
ergy level spacings exceeding the optical phonon energy present the opportunity for slowed charge carrier 
cooling (phonon bottleneck effect). However, interaction between confined electrons and holes provides 
an alternate, efficient relaxation route. Therefore, we expect sufficiently fast charge separation to weaken 
the Coulomb interaction and decrease the electronic energy loss rate. We study electronic relaxation in 
InP QDs using variations of subpicosecond transient absorption spectroscopy.  

1 Introduction Nanomaterials exhibit unique physical and chemical properties, and offer the potential 
to enhance the efficiency of solar energy conversion through utilization of hot carriers to either increase 
the photovoltage or to increase the photocurrent via impact ionization [1]. Colloidally-prepared semicon-
ductor QDs lie typically in the 10 Å to 100 Å diameter range, and display clear quantum size effects, 
including emission blue-shifted from that of the bulk, and absorption spectra which include discrete 
exciton transition features. The large spacings between conduction levels of many tens of meV or more 
have been the subject of carrier relaxation studies seeking evidence for or against the phonon bottleneck 
effect. The phonon bottleneck effect [2–4] in colloidal QDs has proven elusive; electron-hole carrier-
carrier scattering has been shown to yield an efficient energy relaxation channel for hot electrons [5, 6]. 
Charge separation on a timescale competitive with relaxation offers the best route to slowed electronic 
relaxation. We discuss here results based on theoretical and experimental investigations of electronic 
structure and relaxation in InP QDs. We identify single particle levels and exciton states for a 42 Å di-
ameter InP QD, including states with orbital angular momentum of S, P, and D symmetry. Our experi-
mental results based on transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy yield spectral data in good agreement 
with theoretical electronic structure calculations, and our time-dependent data indicate that fast charge 
carrier separation leads to slowed relaxation of hot electrons. 
 
2 Theoretical To determine the electronic structure in more detail than previously available, as well as 
to compare experiment with theory, we calculated excitonic energies for a 41.8 Å diameter InP QD using 
the atomistic pseudopotential method [7]. Initially we compute 32 single-particle valence states and 16  
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single-particle conduction states by solving the Schrödinger equation. Next, we calculated the excitonic 
energy levels and wavefunctions using the configuration interaction (CI) [8] approach, including the 
Coulomb interaction energy. The theoretical transition spectrum obtained from our CI calculation is 
illustrated in Fig. 1, revealing seven major peaks. The peak at 1.84 eV arises from the transition between 
the two highest-energy s-like valence states and the lowest s-like conduction state. The peak at 1.94 eV 
comes from the transition between the split-off s-like valence state and the lowest conduction state. The 
two peaks at 2.18 and 2.24 eV are attributed to the transitions from p-like valence states to p-like con-
duction states. Calculated peaks from 2.3 to 2.7 eV are mainly due to the d-like single-particle states. 
Comparing the experimental spectrum with that predicted by theory shows that each of the broad ex-
perimental peaks at ~1.9 eV or ~2.15 eV actually result from two distinct transitions. Similarly, the broad 
experimental peak at ~2.5 eV results from three exciton transitions. Calculations with this level of detail 
and including the higher conduction states have not yet been carried out on other dot sizes. 
 
3 Experimental procedure Indium phosphide QDs were synthesized using standard colloidal meth-
ods, in the presence of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and trioctylphosphine (TOP), as previously re-
ported [9]. Our samples consist of colloidal suspensions of InP QDs, either as-prepared or n-type. As 
prepared, the dots are capped with TOP/TOPO and suspended in hexane. The n-type QDs are prepared as 
previously described [10]: briefly, sodium biphenyl is added to QDs suspended in heptamethylnonane, 
and the biphenyl anion chemically injects electrons into the conduction band of the QDs. The mean di-
ameter of InP QDs studied here have been determined by the energy of their first exciton absorption [11], 
and typically exhibit a size distribution of ±5% to ±10%. Measurements have been conducted at room 
temperature on colloidal QD solutions contained in a demountable liquid cell with sapphire windows. 
The optical density is adjusted to O.D. ~0.1 at the first exciton energy. 
 Transient absorption measurements are made on both as-prepared (TOP, TOPO capped) InP QDs as 
well as n-type InP QDs. Thus we have the ability to measure relaxation rates, following visible and/or 
infrared pump, of either neutral dots (photoexcited excitons) or charged dots (chemically injected elec-
trons, no visible excitation pulse required). Our transient absorption experimental setup has been de-
scribed previously [12]. Measurements consist of (a) visible pump with white light (WL) probe, (b) visi- 
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Fig. 1 Theoretical excitonic spectrum (dotted line) for 
a sample of 41.8 Å diameter InP quantum dots. The 
transition intensity is proportional to the absorption 
coefficient, and consists of a sum of the oscillator 
strengths for various excitonic transitions. The solid line 
shows the measured photoinduced bleach spectrum, at a 
delay of 1.0 ps following photoexcitation at 3.2 eV, for a 
sample with average size of ~42 Å diameter. 
 

Fig. 2  Linear (dotted line) and transient (solid line) absorp-
tion spectra for 43 Å InP QDs; for transient measurement, 
excitation at 3.2 eV, tpr = 500 fs. Dashed line shows the excita-
tion pulse used in the three-pulse experiment. Three distinct 
transitions are evident: 1S (1.89 eV); 1P (2.17 eV); and 1D 
(2.49 eV). 
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ble and infrared pumps with (WL) probe (three pulse measurement), or (c) infrared pump with WL 
probe. Figure 2 shows the linear and transient absorption spectra for a sample of 43 Å diameter QDs. 
A three pulse measurement typically involves excitation just above the first exciton energy, followed by 
a delayed (tIR) infrared pulse to boost the exciton from S to P. These variations of TA spectroscopy allow 
us to measure the spectral and temporal dependence of the photoinduced change in absorption by (a) 
photoexciting at or above the first exciton transition and probing with the WL, (b) photoexciting across 
the band gap, then photoexciting with an infrared pulse tuned to the S-P transition energy, or (c) photo-
exciting chemically-injected electrons from the S to the P conduction levels [10]. Measurements are 
typically made exciting at an average per-dot exciton density 〈N0〉 ≤ 0.5 electron–hole pairs per dot, which 
simplifies experimental interpretation by largely avoiding multi-pair Auger recombination effects [13]. 
 
4 Experimental results and discussion Our experimental investigations of colloidal InP QDs indicate 
that while correlated electron–hole pairs confined to the dot core, i.e. excitons, yield fast energy loss 
(cooling) rates, electrons in the absence of holes cool more slowly. We commonly measure TA spectra 
(fixed delay) and dynamics (fixed probe energy) on colloidal QDs by photoexciting in the visible above  
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Fig. 3 Transient absorption traces comparing dynam-
ics of S bleach recovery in 50 Å InP QDs. Open cir-
cles show neutral QDs where the S exciton is created 
via visible pump in the three pulse experiment. Closed 
circles show n-type QDs where S electron injected 
chemically and pumped only with IR pulse. Triangles 
show neutral QDs pumped only with IR pulse. 
 

Fig. 4 a) Normalized recovery of S bleaching in three-pulse 
experiment for five InP QD samples with different mean diameters. 
Symbols are data and solid lines are bi-exponential fits. b) Exciton 
energy loss rate as a function of QD diameter. Calculated using 
average values for bi-exponential fit and energy spacing between S 
and P transition. Slow component is shown as open circles and fast 
component shown as closed circles. Also shown as the filled dia-
mond is the energy loss rate for CB electron in n-type 50 Å QDs. 
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the first exciton state and probing at the energy of the S exciton peak. Analysis of such a measurement is  
complicated by the contribution of the carrier-induced Stark effect to the TA signal. We therefore utilize 
an approach consisting of photoexcitation just slightly above the S exciton transition and then, after a 
variable delay, photoexciting again with an infrared pulse for which the photon energy is tuned to the 
difference between the S and P exciton peaks. As shown in Fig. 3 (open circles), when probing the dy-
namics at the S exciton energy, we consistently observe two relaxation components of approximately 
400 fs and 3 ps. We attribute the two characteristic times to two classes of QDs within our sample: those 
QDs which exhibit surface hole traps yield a slower relaxation due to fast charge separation of the hole to 
the surface trap, and those QDs without any surface hole trap yield faster relaxation owing to a stronger 
Coulomb coupling which permits relaxation through the more closely spaced excitonic states. We inves-
tigate the possibility of slowed electron relaxation in InP QDs by measuring the infrared pump, WL 
probe of n-type dots. The recovery dynamics, measured at the first exciton energy following excitation of 
chemically injected electrons with an infrared pump tuned to the spacing between the two lowest con-
duction levels, indicate a single exponential with lifetime in the 2–4 ps range (filled circles, Fig. 3). 
Thus, relaxation for the electron in the absence of the hole appears to validate the explanation that Cou-
lomb interaction speeds up by a factor of ten the electronic relaxation time for an exciton vs. an electron 
in the absence of a hole. 
 As the dot size decreases, the gap between the S and P exciton peaks increases; we have investigated 
the dynamics of electron relaxation between the P and S exciton states for QDs of various sizes, and find 
no evidence of the phonon bottleneck (Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b shows the size dependence of the average rate of 
energy loss for relaxation from the P to S exciton states, as well as the energy loss rate for the 50 Å  
diameter n-type QDs. 

5 Conclusions Excitonic structure calculations indicate that experimentally measured transient ab-
sorption spectra do not resolve all exciton transitions. The excitonic structure consists of levels, both 
orbitally allowed and forbidden, which create a relatively dense manifold through which relaxation can 
proceed. Our transient absorption measurements on colloidal InP QDs indicate that electronic relaxation 
for core-confined excitons proceeds much more quickly than for a core-confined electron whose Cou-
lomb interaction with a hole or other positively charged species is weak: we observe a five- to ten-fold 
longer relaxation time for electrons than for excitons. Further research to determine the temperature 
dependence and mechanism for relaxation of hot electrons in the absence of holes is underway. 
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